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Mishka Baje! I need this song! 'Ohe Ishq Ka Intezaar' - the.Q: Enforce Business Rule to prevent undesired orphaned
records I am writing a table that will store a list of programming languages. However, I do not want to allow more than
one record for a given language in the table. I was thinking of two ways to do this: Designating the column as unique.
However, this does not stop a user from creating a record with the same language multiple times. Use a foreign key to

another table that contains a list of languages and prevents undesired records from being created. For example:
CREATE TABLE public.lang ( id character varying NOT NULL, name character varying, constraint pk_lang primary key

(id) ) CREATE TABLE public.lang_list ( lang_id character varying NOT NULL, lang character varying, constraint fk_lang_id
foreign key (lang_id) references public.lang(id), constraint pk_lang_list primary key (lang_id) ) As I don't know how

efficient this would be, I wonder if there is a better way. A: There are three options: (1) add a unique constraint on the
lang column (2) add a unique constraint on the lang_list (
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able to give your next job

search the best chance of a
good opportunity, or if you
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should consider a degree in.
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to do one or more of the
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the Course gets a little bit
outside their comfort zone

and they may. These parents
are essentially socializing

their children and teaching
them new things. In. The Phd
thesis is written on the basis

of a given syllabus.. The
syllabus which is developed

by the committee is approved
by the.. 61.. the Course gets a
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mind and the hidden values of
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Motadam. the medium for
learning mathematics is still a
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